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Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 kg

2. Shortening 800 gm

3. Sugar 1 kg

4. Corn flour 100 gm

5. Egg 20 no.

6. Baking powder 2 tsp

7. Essence vanilla ½ tsp

8. Glycerin 50 gm

9. Almond 100 gm

10. Cashewnut 250 gm

11. Cherry 250 gm

12. Tutee fruity 250 gm

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Wash the fruit and wipe with dry cloth. Mix with flour.

2. Prepare batter by creaming method. Add caramel, liquid glucose, glycerin etc. and fruit 

at the last stage of mixing.

3. Place in suitable size cake tin and bake.

Baking temperature -- 1600 C

Baking Time -- 40 mins

Yield -- 4 kg

         



Review Questions:

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

1.5 CHOCOLATE SPONGE 

1. List out the ingredients required for making fruit cake.

2. Write the method of making the fruit cake.

3. Fill in the blanks:

i. Baking of the fruit cake should be done at ________ .

ii. The raising agent in fruit cake is___________ .

iii. There should be ____________ crust colour.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs. The following will help 

students to assess their progress.

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare sponge cake.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable batter

Know how to whisk eggs and fold flour

`

`

`

`
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Demonstrate method of whisking and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in sponge making

Basic sponge making process

Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, wire whisker, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring 

spoons steel bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake 

mould, bakery oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 150 gms

2. Coco powder 50 gms

3. Sugar 200 gms

4. Egg 8 nos.

5. Vanilla essence 5 ml

Part B: Method of preparation

Baking temperature -- 2000 C

Baking Time -- 25 mins

     Yield -- 800gms

1. Separate egg yolk and egg white in a neat & clean bowl.

2. Whisk egg white to a light and fluffy consistency.

3. Add sugar gradually and keep on whisking. 

4. Add yolks and whisk again.  

5. At last add vanilla essence and fold flour and coco powder mix with very light hand.  

6. Put the batter in greased baking mould and bake. 

1. List out the ingredients required for making chocolate sponge cake.

`

`

`

`

Review Questions:



2. Write the difference between chocolate and vanilla sponge cake.

3. What are the uses of chocolate sponge?

4. Fill in the blanks:-

I. ________ in the recipe makes the sponge dark in colour.

ii. The baking temperature of chocolate sponge cake is _____________.

iii. The method used for aerating the sponge is_____________.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs.  The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation  

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare fatless  sponge cake.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable batter

Know how to whisk eggs and fold flour

Demonstrate method of whisking and folding

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

1.6 FATLESS SPONGE

`

`

`

`

`
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Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in sponge making

 Basic sponge making process

Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, wire whisker, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring 

spoons steel bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake 

mould, bakery oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 56 gms

2. Cornflour 40 gms

3. Sugar 180 gms

4. Egg 4 nos

5. Vanilla essence 5 ml

6. Baking powder 2 gms

Part B: Method of preparation

Baking temperature -- 2000 C

Baking Time -- 25 mins

1. Preheat oven to 165C/fan, 185C, 350-375F. Line 2 X 8 inch sponge tins

2. Seive the flour, baking powder and cornflour together.

3. Seperate eggs and whisk egg whites until stiff.

4. Whisk in sugar.

5. Whish egg yolks and then add them to the whites, whisk altogether.

6. Fold in flour, cornflour and baking powder and divide between the 2 tins.

7. Bake in preheated oven

1. List out the ingredients required for making fatless sponge cake.

`

`

`

Review Questions:



2. Write the difference between chocolate and vanilla sponge cake.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs.  The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:
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BISCUITS AND COOKIES

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

2.1  MELTING MOMENTS

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare cookies.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable dough

Know how to do creaming and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of creaming and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in cookie  making

Basic cookie making process

Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake mould, bakery 

oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 kg

2. Butter 650 gm

3. Sugar 600 gm

4. Baking powder 1 tsp



5. Egg 18o gms

6. Coconut (dessicated)/corn flakes 300 gms

7. Essence (vanilla/almond/groundnut) 2 tsp

8. Salt 1 tsp

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Take butter and sugar and cream well.

2. Sieve flour with baking powder.

3. Add eggs to the creamed mixture one at a time.

4. Do not add the next egg till the first one is creamed completely.

5. Add salt and cream well.

6. Fold the flour mixture and prepare the smooth dough.

7. Divide into walnut size balls and roll into crushed cornflakes.

8. Place on the baking tray and put into preheated oven for baking.

Baking temperature -- 175 deg C

Baking Time  -- 20 mins

           Yield -- 2.5 kg

          

1. List out the ingredients required for making melting moments.

2. Why the name melting moment is given to this product? 

3. Differentiate between biscuits and cookies.

4. Fill in the blanks:

I. ______________ method helps to charge the mixture with air.

ii. ____________ or _____________ can be used for the coating of the melting moments.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs.  The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Review Questions:

Individual assessment: 
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Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

2.2  MACROONS

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in 

bread making

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare cookies.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable dough

Know how to do creaming and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of creaming and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in cookie making

Basic cookie making process

Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake mould, bakery 

oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`



Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Coconut (desiccated) 1 kg

2. Sugar 1 kg

3. Egg  white 10 no

4. Lemon juice or Cream of tarter ¼ tsp

5. Essence (vanilla) 1 tsp

6. Essence (as per ingredient) 1 tsp

7. Salt Pinch

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Separate the egg white and place in a deep, dry, ceramic dish. 

2. Add cream of tarter or lemon juice and allow to whip  at peak stage (about 10 to 15 

minutes).

3. Whisk it thoroughly.

4. Add sugar gradually and keep on whisking, until the mixture becomes stable enough to 

stand upright without spreading.

5. Add essence, colour, salt just before the whisking is about to finish.

6. Fold in the coconut very gently so that aeration is not lost and  mixture remains stable.

Made into rock shape, place on baking tray and bake.

 Baking temperature --105 deg C

Baking Time -- 60 mins

  Yield -- 2 kg

Tips: 

Be careful that, even the small portion of egg (yolk) not get mixed with white, as it makes 

whisking difficult.

The whipping dish should be completely dry and free from greasy material i.e. fat/oil/ 

shortening for proper whisking.

1. List out the ingredients required for making macaroons.

2. Write the quantities of the ingredients used in making macaroons.

3. Write down the precautions while making macaroons.

`

`

Review Questions:
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4. Fill in the blanks:

i. The ingredient that helps to give stiffness to the mix is ________ .

ii. The baking time for macaroons should be________ pminutes.

iii. The favorable temperature for macaroon baking is__________.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs.  The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare biscuits.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable dough

Know how to do creaming and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of creaming and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

2.3 TRI COLOUR BISCUITS

`

`

`

`

`

`



Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in biscuit making

Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake mould, bakery 

oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 kg

2. Butter 600 gm

3. Sugar 600 gm

4. Baking powder 1 tsp

5. Egg 180 gms

6. Essence  vanilla 2 tsp

7. Salt 1 pinch

8. Butter cream 250 gms

9. Flavours As required

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Take butter and sugar and cream well.

2. Sieve flour with baking powder.

3. Add eggs to the creamed mixture one at a time.

4. Do not add the next egg till the first one is creamed completely.

5. Add salt and cream well.

6. Fold the flour mixture and prepare the smooth dough.

7. Roll and cut with the cutte, one with three holes and another as it is.

8. Place on the baking tray and put into preheated oven for baking.

9. After baking prepare three flavours of butter cream and pipe them on the plane cookie 

and then place the cookie with the hole on it.

`
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Review Questions:

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

2.4  CHOCO CHIP COOKIES

1. List out the ingredients required for making tri colour biscuits.

2. Write the quantities of the ingredients used in making of tri colour biscuits.

3. Fill in the blanks:

i. Flour should be ________ after the creaming of fat and sugar.

ii. Applying the three colors can be done ________ baking.

iii. The baking temperature for tri colour biscuits is______.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs. The following will help 

students to assess their progress.

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation 

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare cookie.

Resource Material:

 Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable dough

Know how to do creaming and folding of flour

`

`

`

`



Demonstrate method of creaming and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in cookie making

      Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake mould, bakery 

oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 kg

2. Shortening 800 gm

3. Sugar (brown) 650 gm

4. Baking powder 1 tsp

5. Baking soda 2 tsp

6. Egg 9 no.

7. Essence (vanilla) 1 tsp

8. Essence (Chocolate) 1 tsp

9. Salt 1.1/2 tsp

10. Covering chocolate 1 kg

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Prepare a dough by creaming method.

2. However, mix milk powder, cocoa, corn flour etc. dry powdered with flour before being 

sieved.

3. Mix liquid glucose, caramel, sugar (granules), sugar (brown) chopped walnut, chopped 

covering chocolate, etc. (whichever mentioned in formula) into creamed fat. Sugar 

mixer before flour is being mixed.

4. Break the dough into pieces of walnut size and place on baking tray and bake.

`

`

`
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Baking temperature --170 deg C

Baking Time -- 20 mins   

Yield -- 3.5 kg

1. List out the ingredients required for making choco chip cookies.

2. Write the method of making choco chip cookies.

3. What is the use of choco chips in the cookies making ?

4. Fill in the blanks:

i. Eggs should be added  ________ while creaming.

ii. Vanilla essence is added to hide the flavour of________ .

iii. The baking soda and baking powder are ______ingrediants.

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare biscuits.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable dough

Know how to do creaming and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of creaming and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

 Role of each ingredient in biscuit making

     Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake mould, bakery 

oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Review Questions:

2.5  SALTED BISCUITS

`

`

`

`

`

`
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Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 kg

2. Butter 500 gms

3. Sugar 140 gms

4. Ammonia bi carbonate 10 gms

5. Salt 10 gms

6. Curd/milk As required

7. Ajwain 2 tsp

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Prepare a smooth dough as per the rubbing method. However, add ajwain into fat 

rubbed flour.

2. Sheet the dough to about 1/6" thickness. Prick with fork, cut with biscuit cutter, place on 

tray 

3. apply egg wash or milk wash & bake.

 Baking temperature-185 deg C

Baking Time-20 mins

Yield - 1.5 kg

1. List out the ingredients required for making salted cookies.

2. Write the quantities of the ingredients used in making salted cookies .

3. Fill in the blanks:

i. The raising agent in salted cookies is ________ .

ii. Curd helps in __________ giving in the product.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs.  The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Review Questions:

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:
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Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation 

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in 

bread making

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare cookies.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable dough

Know how to do creaming and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of creaming and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in cookie making

      Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake mould , bakery 

oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 kg

2. Shortening 600 gm

2.6  NUT COOKIES

`

`

`

`

`

`
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3. Sugar 500 gm

4. Egg 4 no

5. Baking powder 1.1/4 tsp

6. Essence (vanilla) 2 tsp

7. Groundnut 200 gm

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Prepare the dough by creaming method. However, mix the roasted, shelled, finely 

crushed groundnut with flour.

2. Made the dough into diagonal place in refrigerator till sets properly about 1 hr.

3. Slice with sharp knife into biscuit thickness (i.e. about 5 mm (1/6")).

4. Apply egg or milk wash.

5. Place on tray & bake.

Baking temperature --170 deg C

Baking Time -- 25 mins

   Yield -- 2.3 kg

1. List out the ingredients required for making nut cookies.

2. Write the quantities of the ingredients used in making nut cookies.

3. Fill in the blanks:

I. _________ nut is used in making of nut cookies.

ii. The baking temperature for the nut cookies is ____________.

iii. The dough needs to be ______________ before cutting.

Review Questions:
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Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

2.7  BACHELOR BUTTONS

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs.  The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation 

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare cookies.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable dough

Know how to do creaming and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of creaming and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in cookie making

      Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake mould, bakery 

oven.

`

`

`

`

`

`
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Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 kg

2. Shortening 700 gm

3. Sugar 400 gm

4. Egg 8 no

5. Baking powder 1 tsp

6. Essence (vanilla) 2 tsp

7. Milk/water As required

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Prepare the pipeable dough by creaming method.

2. Place a big star nozzle in a icing bag. Fill with dough and pipe out to button shape directly 

on baking tray.

3. Decorate with small drop of jam in the centre of the biscuit & bake.

Tips:

1. Wet the icing bag with water before filling dough so that shortening does not leak out 

from bag.

Baking temperature -160 deg C

Baking Time --20 mins

    Yield  -- 2.5 kg
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Review Questions:

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

2.8  NAAN KHATAI

1. List out the ingredients required for making bachelor buttons.

2. Write the quantities of the ingredients used in making bachelor buttons.

3. Fill in the blanks:

i. Salt is used to ______________ the flavour.

ii. The ideal shape of bachelor buttons should be ________________ shape.

iii. The favorable time for the baking of bachelor buttons is ____________.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs. The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation 

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare cookies.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable dough

Know how to do creaming and folding of flour

`

`

`

`
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Demonstrate method of creaming and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in cookie making

      Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake mould, bakery 

oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 kg

2. Shortening 650 gm

3. Sugar 650 gm

4. baking soda 1 tsp

5. Ammonia bi carbonate 1 tsp

6. Curd 30gms

7. Cardamom (powder) 1 tsp

8. Nutmeg (powder) 2 tsp

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Prepare dough by creaming process.

2. Break the dough into small even size pieces of required size round each piece.

3. Place in baking tray 1 cm apart, press gently 

4. Rest the balls for 1 hr and bake.

Baking temperature --145 deg C

Baking Time -- 25 mins

Yield  -- 2 kg

Tips:

 1. Garnish the nankhatai ball-top with pista flakes, almond etc.

`

`

`
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1. List out the ingredients required for making naan khatai.

2. Write the method for making the naan khatai.

3. how the naan khatai has hollow space in center.

4. Fill in the blanks:

i. Ammonia is a _________________ leavening agent.

ii. The ideal ingredient for flavoring the naan khatai is _______________.

iii. The favorable time for the baking of naan khatai is______________.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs. The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation 

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Review Questions:

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:
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2.9  BUTTER COOKIES

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare cookies.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable dough

Know how to do creaming and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of creaming and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in cookie making    

Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser , weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons 

steel bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake mould , 

bakery oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 .3kg

2. Butter 500 gms

3. Sugar 500 gm

4. Egg 6 nos

5. Salt 3tsp

6. Vanilla essence 5 ml

Part B: Method of preparation

1. In a large bowl, cream together the butter and white sugar until light and fluffy. Beat in the 

egg, then stir in the vanilla.

`

`

`

`
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2. Combine the flour and salt; stir into the sugar mixture. Cover dough, and chill for at least 

one hour.

3. Chill cookie sheets.

4. Preheat oven to 400 degrees F (200 degrees C). Press dough out onto ungreased, 

chilled cookie sheets.

5. Bake for 8 to 10 minutes in the preheated oven, or until lightly golden at the edges. 

6. Remove from cookie sheets to cool on wire racks

Baking temperature -- 200 deg C

Baking Time --10 mins

Yield -- 2 kg

1. List out the ingredients required for making  butter cookies.

2. Write the method for making the butter cookies.

3. What is the role of butter in these cookies?

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs. The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation 

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare biscuits.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Review Questions:

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

2.10 LAUNGE- DE -CHATS

`
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Delivery schedule:

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable batter

Know how to do whisking and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of whisking and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in biscuit making  

Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, pastry brush, working table, cake mould , bakery 

oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 250 gms

2. Butter 250 gms

3. Icing Sugar 250 gms

4. Salt 2 pinch

5. Eggs 6 nos large

6. Vanilla extract 2 tsp

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Preheat the oven to 180C and line two baking trays with baking parchment.

2. Put the butter and icing sugar into a bowl and beat using an electric hand whisk until pale 

and smooth. Beat in the flour, one half at a time. Add the salt and vanilla extract and then 

beat in the egg whites.

3. Spoon the mixture into a piping bag fitted with a 1cm/½in round nozzle and pipe straight 

lines of the mixture, about 8cm/3in long, onto the paper. Leave 5cm/2in between each 

biscuit as they will spread during cooking.

`

`

`

`

`

`
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4. dry in cold oven after baking

Baking temperature --180 deg C

Baking Time -- 12 mins

1. List out the ingredients required for making Launge- de -chats.

2. Write the method of making Launge- de -chats.

3. What is the use of Launge-de-chats?

4. Fill in the blanks:

i. Eggs should be added ____________ the flour.

ii. Vanilla essence is added to hide the flavour of _____________.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs.  The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation 

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Review Questions:

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:
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SHORT CRUST PASTRY 

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

3.1 JAM TARTS/LEMON CURD TARTS

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare tarts.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery Schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable paste for tart.

Know how to do rubbing and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of rubbing and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Know and understand the decoration of tarts

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in tart making

      Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, tart moulds, pastry brush, working table, bakery 

oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 kg

2. Shortening 500 gm

3. Sugar 250 gm

4. Baking powder 2 tsp
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5. Salt Pinch

6. Cold water As required

7. Part two

8. Lemon curd /jam 1.5 kg

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Prepare dough (from part-1) by using rubbing method. Sheet it to 4 mm (1/6") thickness.

2. Cut the dough pieces by pressing top of mould. Set each piece in mould by pressing with 

finger, prick with fork. Place on tray and bake.

3. Take out the baked dough from mould. Allow to cool and piped out with lemon curd/ jam.

Baking temperature -- 175 deg C

Baking Time -- 20 mins

    Yield -- 40 nos (80 gms each)

1. List out the ingredients required for making lemon curd tarts.

2. What is known as blind bake and why it is done ?

3. Fill in the blanks:

i. Lemon curd tarts are filled _______________ baking.

ii. Tart should be ____________ from the top.

iii. _______________ method is used for the making of tart  shells.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs. The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Review Questions:

Individual assessment: 
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Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

3.2 APPLE PIE

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation 

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare pie.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery Schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable paste for pie.

Know how to do rubbing and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of rubbing and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Know and understand the decoration of tarts

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in tart making

      Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser , weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons 

steel bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, ,pie moulds, pastry brush, working table,  , 

bakery oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

`

`
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Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 1 kg

2. Shortening 500 gm

3. Sugar 100 gm

4. Baking powder 2 tsp

5. Salt Pinch

6. Cold water As required

Part two

1. Sugar 250 gm

2. Corn flour 100 gm

3. Salt Pinch

4. Apple 1 kg

5. Cinnamon (powder) 2 tsp

6. Nutmeg (powder) 2 tsp

Part B: Method of preparation

1. Prepare smooth dough by rubbing method. Roll out into 5 mm (1/6") thickness and used 

as a base for pie dish.

2. Remove peel and core apples and cut into medium size pieces. Add half of the sugar 

and heat on slow fire till the aplle gets slightly softened.

3. Take off the fire. Mix remaining sugar, corn flour, salt and spices together and add to 

apples stirring very gently so as not to mesh the softened apple.

4. Arrange the apple mixture loosely on to the pastry lined pie dish. Dot with butter.

5. Cover with sheeted pastry dough, dock with fork, apply egg wash & bake.

Baking temperature -- 175 deg C

Baking Time -- 35 mins

    Yield -- 2 kg
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Review Questions:

Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

1. List out the ingredients required for making apple pie..

2. Write the quantities of the ingredients used in making apple pir for four people.

3. How will you differentiate between tart and pie?

4. Fill in the blanks:

i. ________________ crumbs should be added to the mix for moisture absorbing.

ii. ________________ are the nut added in apple pie .

iii. ________________ is the sweet spice preffered for the apple pie.

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs. The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation 

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making
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3.3 BAKEWELL TART

Introduction:

Objective: Each student should know how to prepare tart.

Resource Material:

Basic Baking by S C Dubey

Delivery schedule: 

Student expectations/learning objective: 

Understand the ingredients

To prepare a soft pliable paste fortart.

Know how to do rubbing and folding of flour

Demonstrate method of rubbing and folding

Know and understand the baking process

Know and understand the decoration of tarts

Pre-learning required:  

Role of each ingredient in tart making

Handouts/material required/equipment & tools:  

Paper sheet and pencil, eraser, weighing scale, sieve, measuring jar, measuring spoons steel 

bowl, scrapper, kitchen cloth, baking tray, ,pie moulds, pastry brush, working table,  , bakery 

oven.

Procedure/methodology:

The student should observe and report the following;

Part A: Raw Materials

Sr. No. Ingredients Actual wt.

1. Flour 250Gms

2. Shortening 150gms

3. Sugar 50gms

4. Egg yolk 2 nos

5. Egg white 2 nos

Part two (filling)

1. Sugar 250 gm

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`
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2. Raspberry/strawberry jam 100 gm

3. Eggs 3 nos

4. Cashewnuts 250gms

5. Lemon zest 1 tbsp

Part B: Method of preparation

1. To make the pastry,mix the flour, butter and sugar into a food processor with a pinch of 

salt, until the mixture resembles breadcrumbs. Add the egg yolk and 1 tsp of cold water 

and mix  until the dough comes together. Flatten into a disc, cover with clingfilm and chill 

for no more than 1 hour. n Roll out the pastry on a lightly floured surface to about 3mm 

thickness. Line a 20cm tart tin with a depth of 31/2 cm. Prick the base with a fork and chill 

for 20 minutes. Heat the oven to 180C.

2. Line the pastry case with baking parchment and Cook for about 20 minutes until the 

pastry is a pale golden colour. Take out the beans, brush the inside of the pastry case 

with a little egg white and cook for a further 2 minutes. Cool slightly.

3. Spread the jam in an even layer over the base of the pastry case. Cream together the 

butter and caster sugar. Gradually add the beaten eggs and egg yolk. Fold in the ground 

cashewnuts and lemon zest. Carefully spoon the mixture over the jam and spread level. 

Bake for 20 minutes.

4. Cool to room temperature, dust with icing sugar and serve with pouring cream or 

custard.

Baking temperature --175 deg C

Baking Time -- 35 mins

Yield -- 1 kg

1. List out the ingredients required for making bakewell tart.

2. Write the quantities of the ingredients used in making bakewell tart for four people.

3. How will you differentiate between tart and pie?

4. Fill in the blanks:

i. Baking _____________ the filling is known as blind bake.

ii. _______________ are the nut added in bakewell tart.

iii. ______________ is the jam preferred in bakewell tart.

Review Questions:
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Individual assessment: 

Self-Assessment/Learning Plan:

We recognize that students have different learning styles and needs. The following will help 

students to assess their progress

Learning objective Outcome Yes/No

Equipment usage Operation and Use of 

equipment

Raw materials used Must know proportion and 

composition of raw materials

Preparation process Knowledge of the preparation 

process

Faults in bread making Must understand causes and 

remedies of the faults in  

bread making
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